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SUNNYVALE AND MOUNTAIN VIEW VS. ENVIRONMENTALISTS

By Paul Rogers

A2

U.S. SENATE TAKEAWAYS

Candidates bring good, bad, ugly to stage

Schiff appears to keep top spot as quips, barbs and struggles seen through

By John Woolfolk

With the Red Devils of California's crowded Senate race in the books, the grades are in: Democrats are putting together a(domestic) powerhouse staff; Republicans are barely clinging to their front-runner status; Democratic Reps. Kate Porter and Barbara Lee continue to consolidate Republican votes; and Barbara Lee continues to consolidate Republican votes.

Though crime is up, $75,000 bonuses have not been released

By William McCarthy

During the pandemic, California has frozen thousands of law enforcement officers, falling between 2012 and 2017 by the hundreds. The number of patrol officers per capita was at least 1,000, according to the Public Policy Institute of California.

Law enforcement

Alameda says hiring incentive is causing problems

By Jason Green and Harriet Blair Rowan

Though crime is up, $75,000 bonuses have not been released.
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